INFORMATION SESSION
Thursday, 01 February 2018

For 20 Bachelor Students from the Kyung Hee University, accompanied by Ms Gomez Lorente, Training and Education associate, World Federation of United Nations Associations (WFUNA)

in the Humanitarium
The Humanitarium is accessible via the entrance to the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Museum. Outside museum opening hours, if the gate is locked, groups and individuals are asked to wait there.

9:20am   Arrival of the visitors at the entrance of the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Museum
          Welcome by Ms Odile de Lastelle, Visitors' Service

9:30am   Film “Panorama 17”

9:45am   “The ICRC and its principled humanitarian action”, presentation by Mr Simon Schorno, Operations Coordinator for Asia and the Pacific
          Questions – Answers

10:45am  Break

11am     “Introduction to international humanitarian law”, presentation by Mr Kevin Meister, Associate, Prevention Cell
          Questions – Answers

12pm     End of the visit
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